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Blue bossa lead sheet pdf

Blue Bossa bossa nova is a great introduction to style. Blue Bossa has relatively few codes in short form (16 actions). The song has been transdessed, the conversion is to change the key of a piece of music, by moving every one of the notes by exactly the same amount, up or down to the key. d As an E minor for one
way. Lesson video example performance purpose is to learn to play the code using bossa nova aniju pattern learn to play the code with block code Melody learn to play the code with backing track, play the melody with backing track in time, multiple licks in time, learn small melodies used in instant guitar solo production.
Also applies to backup tracks. formed his solo with several strings. Code used to create accompaniments to music. Code Chart E-7% A-7% F #-7b5B7E-7% G-7C9Fmaj7% F #-7b5B7E-7 (F#-7b5 | B7) Click here to download a PDF of melody/lead sheet. Backing Track This is Kenny Dorham's jazz standard. Many of you
may feel that you know it, and maybe you have done it. However, you may not be aware of the actual magic of the composition: it is written around the bass line. For Kenny, the baseline was a very important part of the composition. Listen carefully to excerpts that begin at the beginning of the melody to hear the bass
line. The actual recording begins with eight different agains, with bassist Butch Warren setting the melody to four iterations of a two-measurement bass pattern. If you know the composition but have not recognized this bass line before, you're for a real treat when playing K.D.'s BasslineElodi. C treble cuff lead sheets
include bass lines on separate staffs from both melody and cry chorus, so you can see how they fit together. Other editions (B♭, E♭, C bass klef and all the second part) have only melodic lines and bassline rhythms changing the code shown under the staff. The bass player, as well as others who want to see the entire
bass line, should receive a C treble note plate. All our versions also include Kenny's Shout Chorus. The cry chorus is configured around the same bass line. Don Sichler I had many great conversations with Joe Henderson about Kenny Dorham. Joe and Kenny worked closely together over the years, and together they
made a few albums. Joe said he was inspired by Kenny's writing, especially how kenny wrote for the rhythm section. K.D.'s concept of creating melodies around the bass line was what Joe used in his writing with all his heart. Many people are unaware that Joe Henderson's standard, Recorder Me, is also written around
the bass line of the melody of page one album. Joe's first recording session was two months ago, about Kenny Dorham's Una Album. The album features another Dorum title, Una Mas. Jazz guitarist Kenny Burrell wrote and recorded lyrics for Blue Bossa. The essential bass (Butch Warren) trumpet/composer Kenny
Dorham's compositions include specific parts for each member of the ensemble, making it larger than the sum of the entire part. The lines interact with basic harmonies and rhythms. This configuration is recorded around the baseline shown on the C treble klemp lead sheet. For Kenny, the baseline was a very important
part of the composition. The eight advantages set the melody to four iterations of the two-measurement bass pattern. The base player must purchase a C treble kuff (with base) lead sheet. Blue Bossa is a popular Bossa Nova standard written by Kenny Dorum and made popular by Joe Henderson on his album Page 1
(1963). It was written after Dorum visited the Rio de Janeiro Jazz Festival in 1961. Blue Bossa is a great song for beginners to practice improvisation through code changes because it's easy to achieve slow and harmonious harmony (including modulation). Blue Bossa is often played in jam, so it's a good addition to your
repertoire. In addition to Ipaema's Girl, Blue Bossa should be the most popular Bossa Nova song. In this lesson, you will learn how to play melodies. Blue Bossa.2 Scales that can be used to play arpeggio studies.2 Code studies. Jazz Guitar Code Dictionary (free ebook) download now and learn 244 code shapes! Blue
Bosa Code Melody I added code to the melody to arrange blue bosa's melodies by playing in a jazz trio. When playing in combos without a piano or other guitar player, it is better to harmonize your melody. I play the theme with wrinkles. My wrinkles and finger-pulling cords (wrinkles are the lowest stringanta). Listen to
backup tracks &amp; Play withBlue Bossa – Backing Track Video (130 BPM) To practice improvisation through Blue Bossa, you can use the following karaoke-style back-up track video made with bands from the box.Blue Bossa - Hamonic AnalysisBlue Bosa 16 Bar Tunes and is in the keys of C Minor. Here are the
codes and scales available for solo on code changes: bars 1-8 and 3-16 In these parts, you use the Aeolian (aka natural trifle) scale. The Aolian scale is one of the other modes. You can also use the C minor pentatonic scale or the C minor blues scale here. With the variant, you can create bar 2 with C dominant 7 code,
by playing F harmonic small scale. In bars 6, 14, and 16G7b9, you can use the C harmonic minor scale (=G Frisian dominant scale) or the G-changed scale. Bar 9-12 This code progression is modulated into a DB major. It is a regular II V I progression, and you can play DB major scale (= DB Ionian mode) here. Blue
Bossa – Arpeggio Study A very important tool for jazz musicians is that they can reflect the harmony of solo songs, which is more difficult to achieve with scales. The best way to learn arpeggios is to memorize the shapes for all types of code in every position. Play through code changes in one position without stopping
(at 8 notes in a row). This forces you to get out of your comfort zone because you're going to end up in a place with a guitar neck that you're not very familiar with. Do this from any location. The next arpeggio study on Blue Bossa will help you on your way. I consistently played arpeggios up and down and stayed in one
position. Here's how to use research: First, memorize the shape of Blue Bossa's arpeggio (see below): Play the study a few times. Now try to exercise without sheet music. Start with another note in the code. I started researching the roots of Cm7, but I want to start with a different line of code. If you are well aware of this
location, go to another location and do the same. For example, try starting at C in the sixth string. These studies don't mean it sounds good, they sound boring, but they are a great way to master arpeggios so they can be used in more creative and musical ways in your solos. Here's the arpeggio shape used in this study:
Cm7Fm7Dm7B7G7Ebm7Dbmaj7Listen &amp; In Play AlongBlue Bosa Arpeggio 2 Study 2, we use code substitution to add the first extension to all code (9). Here's how this substitution works: You know chords are created by stacking triads. For example, the Cmaj7 code consists of these notes: C E G B stops at 7
instead, and we can add more thirds. For Cmaj7, we can add a third at the top of B, D.the result is Cmaj9: C E G B DNow we omitted the root of that code. This note remains: instead of playing cmaj7 arpeggios instead of E G B D, Em7., we now play Em7 arpeggios through Cmaj7. Playing em7 arpeggios via Cmaj7
provides a major 9 sound: Em7 ArpeggioEGBDPlay Cmaj73579Play alternatives give us richer sound than playing vanilla chords. Get used to playing code substitutions instead of plain code. Here is a replacement for Blue Bossa's code: Cm7: Ebmaj7Fm7: Abmaj7Dm7b5: Here we play the regular code now. G7:
Bdim7Ebm7: Gbmaj7Ab7: Cm7b5Dbmaj7: Fm7Listen &amp; Among play AlongBlue Bosa guitar codes, one of the most common non-swinging rhythms that jazz guitarists explore when learning how to organize through music is the Bossa Nova Groove. Many of us have to learn to play Brazilian jazz music in our practice
routines, but learning how to pay for an authentic Bosa or samba groove on guitar can be tricky, especially for those players who haven't grown Brazil.To and help you get a handle on how to play authentic Home through all the Brazilian jazz tunes you're learning, we've put together a playing and engaging code study
featuring the popular samba/bosa groove that you can apply to playing today to get under your finger. What is in this Blue Bossa code studyYe is the text below many sections of adjustments that indicate the specific code shape or bosa technique used in that part of the song can be seen in the Blue Bossa Code study
below. To help you better understand these concepts, here is a short background description for each of the important codes and bosa concepts covered in the code study below so that you can understand the building blocks of this movement .m9 code – jazz guitarists prefer m7 codes for minor sounds, while instead of
using m9 codes is very common in Brazilian music. Here, there is a bit of leading voice in play where you go from E notes to top of the Dm9 chord for example - this m9 code, 1-b3-5-b7-9, has a bit of soft sound than the m7 chord and helps us create a smooth sound quality that connects with Bosa music, for example, on
Eb at the top of the D7, on eb at the top of the G7. This type of half-step movement over the code is usually found in the playing of many Brazilian guitarists. Maj9 Chords – Again, this is a smooth version of the Maj7 code that many jazz guitarists prefer to use for their Imaj7 and IVmaj7 chord voicings.m11b5 chords -
here, you're replacing the third of dm7b5 with 11 in a commonly used alternate look for m7b5 chords. When you add this code to your playing, you can play m11b5 to m7b5, or vice versa, to make some melodic movements on top of the code changes. Bossa Bassline - During the code study you will find that the thumb
plays bass notes on 1 and 3 of each bar, mainly root notes but sometimes 5 or tonal notes can be added to make movement as well. When playing this bass note, you need to emphasize the third bit to create a more authentic Brazilian feel with this code study. Expected code - you'll see that between bars 1 and 2,
between the first and second bars of each two bar group, the code in the second bar is played at 4's in the first bar. This expected code movement is common in Brazilian music, and this will be one of the hardest parts of learning code research, or any Brazilian tune on guitar. Real-life accents - As is the case with accent
3 beats in bass notes, you'll accent a little upbeat cord to create the swinging feel you hear in Brazilian music. You don't have to play heavy accents, but it would be helpful to just make the upbit a little louder than the downbeat Authentic Brazilian feel you hear on classical recordings. In this first Blue Bossa Code study in
Blue Bossa Code Study 1, I play a typical Bossa Nova rhythm guitar pattern on an acoustic guitar. You can see that the bossa nova code pattern always has the following details: base notes come in bits and play with your thumb. Typically, the root note alternates with 5 times on the base (or b5 for m7b5 chords). The top
voice of the code is synchronized (realization = generally accented weak bits). Listening &amp; Listening Playing withBlue Bossa Code Study 2Here is a similar code study, but this time on electric guitars, without adding to shift bass patterns and some changes.
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